Eating & Drinking
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the Good neighbor
Edmund finally gives Allenby Street a neighborhood café created by locals for locals
■ By Jennifer Greenberg
While the food & bar scene is absolutely
explosive on edmund café’s block – With
beit hapsanter, tailor made, and rokoko
to its left, the Great synaGoGue’s port
said and otsar across the street, and
lucifer and Jasmino sharinG a Wall –
there Was still one thinG missinG from
the bustlinG allenby strip connectinG
montefiore to ahad ha’am: a good

neighborhood café, which is exactly
what Shilo Hadad and his partners David
Basilian, Shai Beradt, and Naor David
envisioned when conceptualizing Edmund.
Named after General Edmund Allenby,
who led the British Empire’s conquest of
Jerusalem from the hands of the Ottoman
Empire in the early twentieth century,
the brand new nook of a café is steeped in
its own rich history. All four co-owners
have been in the restaurant and nightlife
business for several years, so they know the
scene inside and out.
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Their handpicked staff contains an oleo of
Tel Aviv nightlife veterans, restaurateurs,
and barmen who practically built the entire
café from scratch with the help of badass
carpenters Almog Brim and Michali Tiberg.
Tiberg is responsible for the bar’s wooden
façade crafted from the remains of a sixtyyear-old house in the north.
The final missing puzzle piece
to complete the creative team
was Talya Rasner, founder of the
successful NOLA bakery.
“We wanted delicious baked
goods and we weren’t bakers.
Why start now?” Hadad
chuckles. Rasner has already
mastered the art of the
chocolate chip cookie whereas
the team needed to focus on
their task at hand: “getting to
know the product inside and
out,” aka the coffee.

The diverse staff gives the neighborhood
gem its charm, and the homey atmosphere
filled with ageless relics like three wooden
chairs Basilian picked up at Jaffa’s Flea
Market and a sign from Radio Rosco, the
funky Italian eatery that once stood in
Edmund’s place, gives the new kid on the
block its personality. But it’s the coffee
through-and-through that
really gives Edmund its edge.
“Until now, there have been
so many players in the coffee
import industry,” Hadad shares.
“The beans pass through four
sometimes five different hands
before finding their way to Tel
Aviv’s cafés.”
The four guys at Edmund have
taken a different approach.
They deal directly with the
coffee plants right here in
Israel because they feel it

“We wanted
to create
a more
intimate
experience
with a
fresher
bean”
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